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-WESTERN ELECTRIC REPORTS-

1500° C furnace was specially designed to fire Electron micrographs show Thin film integrated circuit shown here is part
these new substrates. The relatively low tern- the great difference in grain of a resistor network. It is one of many that
perature results in smooth substrate surfaces size between new ceramic benefit from the improved substrate. Metal
for practically fault-free thin film bonding. material (lower) and the leads on sides are bonded by thermocompres-

previous material (upper). sion to tantalum nitride resistor film.

Smoothing the way for perfect thin film bonding.
Aluminum oxide, or alumina, is con-

sidered to have the best combination of
properties for thin film circuit substrates.
Until recently, however, the bonding of
metal elements to gold-coated tantalum
nitride resistor film on alumina was some-
what unpredictable ..

Now, an advance at Western Electric
has made it possible to get practically
fault-free bonding of these materials.

This new perfection in bonding
came through the development of finer
grained alumina substrates.

The process has four basic steps:
milling, casting, punching and firing.

During milling, alumina is'combined
with magnesium oxide, trichlorethylene,
ethanol and a unique deflocculant. For
24 hours, this mixture is rotated in a ball
mill. In a second 24-hour period, plasti-
cizers and a binder are included.

The deflocculant plays a major role
by dissipating the attraction forces that
exist between the highly active alumina
particles. This prevents thickening, which
would ordinarily make an active alumina
mixture unworkable.

The 48 hours of milling is followed
by casting. When the material comes off
the casting line, it is in the form of a flexi-
ble polymer/alumina tape, dry enough
to be cut into easily handled sections.

After casting, a punch press cuts the
material into the desired rectangles or

other shapes. Holes can be punched at
the same time.

Finally, because of the use of active
alumina, the material is fired at an unusu-
ally low temperature which results in
smooth substrate surfaces for reliable
thin film bonding. The finished substrate
is then ready for the various processes of
thin film circuit production.

In developing this new process, en-
gineers at Western Electric's Engineering
Research Center' worked together with
engineers at the Allentown plant.

Conclusion: This new way to. pro-
duce substrates is a truly significant con-
tribution for thin film circuit production.

The ultimate gain from this smoother
substrate is for communications itself.
For through the achievement of nearly
perfect bonding of metal leads to tanta-
lum nitride, thin films can be produced
with even greater reliability and economy.

~

Western Electric
We make things that bring people closer.
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GROUP REFORM

T his is the first issue of the Cooperative
Engineer to be written by the new staff. We hope
to make the magazine more pleasurable by revising
the present format to include more interviews,
technical articles, articles of general interest and
perhaps some humor.

During the past few months I have heard noth-
ing but nonconstructive criticism for this magazine.
It seems that most of the students simply open to
"Engine Charlie", stare at the pictures and close
the magazine. It might help if they would read the
articles printed, and if something doesn't suit, use
the "Letters to the Editor" column and complain.
Otherwise, how are we on the staff to know what
needs improvement.

As I said in my last editorial, we all know that
there are a lot of improvements to be made in this
college. However, nothing can be helped with stu-
dent involvement. No student enjoys summer
quarter split-teaching or waiting until the third
week of school to get his books, but it takes group
action to bring about change. True, most students
hesitate to voice an opinion because 1) they are
lazy and do not want to be obligated to follow
through with their ideas or 2) they feel that no one
will listen to them.

The latter reason is somewhat valid if too few
students voice the same opinion. This was shown
by the turnout last summer for the meeting be-
tween faculty, personnel from the professional
practice department and students. If more students
had gone to that meeting and complained about
the new calendar change, it may not be in effect
now. Instead, nothing was accomplished. Another
channel to be followed would have been to have
the section II Tribunal do something about the
issue, but not enough people are interested. to get
involved in the organization. Section II did not
bother to hold elections last winter.

I only hope that the section I Tribunal is more
active. Section II does not want to get involved.
Bren t Stiles
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Dear Editor,
If I am wrong please correct me; but I seem to

have noted the absence of any letters to you in at
least the past two issues. This I feel is a serious
flaw, in that, your magazine, which is supposedly
for the people of the University cannot elicit any
response at all. This brings up other topics which I
will deal with later. I would at least think that you
could follow the policy of Mad Magazine or The
National Lampoon and write your own letters. But
I guess it doesn't really matter anyway.

The first question is, who actually reads the
Cooperative Engineer, if anybody at all? Why do
they read it, because it's free and has an "engi-
neer's dream" foldout? Does the magazine have
any redeeming social value? What services does it
provide for its readers? If I were editor, these
thoughts would have had a little more importance
in regards to the general makeup of the magazine.
Why have a magazine that does nothing other than
waste time, money and paper? It seems a pretty
useless expenditure of energy, similar to our
country's misuse of energy supplies.

I think that one thing which should be corrected
is the fact that over 75% of the magazine staff are
EE's. Is the staff writing to please the EE's of U.C.,
and if so why don't you see any EE letters to the
editor? I guess that if I was an EE I'd probably
write dull uninteresting things too. Why are there
so many of you then on a magazine?

Excuse me for that last outburst against EE's
but you see I have hidden motives. Actually, I'm a
ChE and desire to take over the magazine with my
own people.

Arthur Brummage ChE '75

Dear Mr. Brummage,

If it appears to you that only EE's composed the
magazines former staff, I salute your perceptive-
ness. However, I must point out to you that mem-
bership on the staff of the Cooperative Engineer
has been, is, and will continue to be open to inter-
ested undergrad engineering students who are
willing to work towards publishing the magazine.
Could it be, Mr. Brummage, that only EE's were
interested in working for the publication?
Announcement of staff meetings are posted on our
office door or bulletin board. (If you're so dissatis-
fied, we have several staff positions open, stop by
and fill one). Also, it is not necessary to be a staff
member in order to submit an article. (General
interest, technical, or newsworthy donations cheer-
fully accepted). If you don't see an article you like,
please write one.

As for the fact that our past two letters to the
editor columns were blank, all I can say is, it's
about time somebody noticed. The page was left
blank for a purpose. It took six months and one
person out of two thousand to bring about a re-
sponse to our "non-statement as to the apathy of
our fellow students."

Right now we have very few (about .3%) stu-
dents who are working on the staff. We think
you'll see some changes in the magazine. We hope
we've improved things somewhat. (0.3%) participa-
tion is not enough to produce the quality of maga-
zine we would like to publish.

If you don't like it, help change it. If you don't
want to help change it, don't blame us. Blame
yourself and the rest of your "arm chair-editor"
fellow students.

Stop by and see us.

Sincerely.

Paul S. Edwards, EE'75
Managing Editor
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Dear Editor,
Time: June 25, 1973,7:00 P.M.
Place: 732 Rhodes Hall.
Purpose: 1st Section II meeting of the Engineering

Tribunal.
Scheduled Business:

Appointment of 15 of the roughly 20 or 30
Tribunal Representatives, offices not filled only
because elections were not held.
Election of Student Senators, engineering's
representatives to the Student and University
Senate.
Election of Tribunal's secretary and corres-
ponding secretary.
Appointment of student representatives to the
Professional Practice Review Committee and
Professor and Course Evaluation Committee.

Attendence:
4 members of Class of '77.
1 member of Class of '76.
1 Tribunal officer, Class of '75.

Actual Business:
Appointment of 1 of 15 representative seats
open. 4 members of Class of '77 were only
elected members present, since Class of '77 were
only ones to hold elections.
Appointment of 2 student representatives to
college committees, only ones interested.
No election of Tribunal secretary or corres-
ponding secretary was held because no one was
in terested in running.
If engineers do not wish to govern themselves,

they will certainly be governed.
R. Scott Summers CE '76

To the Editor,
Being of the Class of '75, I've watched the con-

tents of the Cooperative Engineer over a good
period of time. Sorry to say, but it has definitely
gone downhill.

It would do the magazine good if there would be
some cooperation between the engineering stu-
dents in all colleges, to form a well rounded staff.
This would certainly bring about a more well
rounded and interesting magazine. Probably living
up to its name and goals.

Steve Lang ChE '75

EDITOR'S NOTE: This column is open to anyone
at the University I whether he is a student or
faculty member, in or out of the College of
Engineering. Letters may be concerned with any-
thing you feel our readership would be interested
in. All letters must be signed, but names will be
withheld on request. ·Please also include your
organizational affiliation. Address them to:

Editor, The Cooperative Engineer
Room 647, Baldwin Hall
University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219

This issue's cover utilizes the photographic talents
of Brent Stiles and the superposition technique of
Terry O'Hara. The theme of the cover is "Getting
Back Into Focus". It represents the new staffs
desire to develop a progressive format centered
around the thoughts of the College of Engineering
community.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER6
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'How are you on
__the follow-through?
..........-The sure sign of a crack skeet shot is a sudden puff of clay
dust against the sky. But champions share another mark that's

almost as, easy to spot. It's follow through.
Like the top-flight skeet shooter illustrated here, our tapered roller bearing

and steel engineers get results because they follow through, too.
How about you? Do you want a company that involves your interest and keeps you involved

till the finish? That promotes from within? Are you up to the demands thrown
our way by the automotive, construction, aerospace and chemical industries?

Do you have your sight set on the future-on a company like ours that has
a continuing expansion and modernization program?

Then write to our Manager of College Relations. And ·tell him you'd like to take
a shot at it. The Timken Company, Canton, Ohio 44706. 'I'imken" bearings

are sold allover the world. Manufacturing in Australia, Brazil,
Canada, England, France, South Africa and the U.S.A. .

____________ .., An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).

TIMKENe

REGISTERED TRADEMARK

On your campus ...
November 14, 1973

A Timken Company representative
would like to talk with you.

-----~
THE TIMKEN COMPANY MANUFACTURES TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS, SPECIALTY ALLOY STEEL AND REMOVABLE ROCK BITS.



Views From A Chemical Engineering
Co-op

Ron Andrews ChE '75

Facing the prospect of a 5-year course of study
in college - plus the incorporated co-op sessions
for an engineering degree - can be more than a
trivial experience for the high school graduate.
Through the course of a summer, he is expected to
grow from all the immaturities that characterize a
high school student into an efficient, business-like
member of industrial hierarchy. Although it is not
an easy task, neither is it impossible.

Even though the school does play some role in
determining the approach a student assumes re-
lating to his job, the employer and his fellow em-
ployees provide the atmosphere that shapes the
largest part of the co-op's professional attitude.
The importance of the proper development of this
attitude is often overlooked, however, and the
"twig is bent" in the wrong direction.

Opinions from various sources concerning the
programming of the work assignments are generally
very similar in structure - providing the same work
experience for each level of schooling, modified
according to their own vocational realm. Also com-
mon to each, unfortunately, is the lack of a
specific plan to develop a healthy and productive
attitude in the trainee. I, therefore, present my
own assessment and recommendations from my
personal position as a co-op student finishing my
third year of alternating quarters of school and
work.

THE FIRST WORK ASSIGNMENT
For obvious reasons, the first work session

should be well planned. Except for part-time and
other odd jobs, the high school graduate has almost
no practical work experience. He now has his first
job where his performance will be evaluated on a
regular basis, and he is required to demonstrate his
ability' to think. His assigned duties should take
into consideration these facts. He should be sup-
plied with enough busy work to satisfy his need to
see quick, tangible results of his efforts. Along with

8

this work should go the reassurance that he is per-
forming a valuable service to the company (or at
least to the group with which he is associated),

It is probably much too early for any kind of
full-scale project of his own, but certain types of
situations lend themselves nicely to progressing in
this direction. For instance, if he has done any
research (even if it was a simple matter of col-
lecting numbers and summarizing them), occasion-
ally inquiries should be deferred to him which may
be answered from his work. This will establish his
abilities with other employees, as well as supplying
his own need to feel important.

Up to this point, we have assumed that the
co-op's immediate supervisor has a genuine concern
in his trust. The obvious need for such a concern
makes it a must that the supervisor be well-chosen
and more than just a "boss". More people than just
the supervisor, though, need to be considered. The
general feeling that co-ops are less than human is
often prevalent among some individuals in the
organization. This discrimination is most often
noticed in employees who feel a future threat to
their own position in the chain of command. As
such, it is important to impress members of this
group with the potential worth of the co-op, not
only to the company, but to these workers them-
selves. Anyone knowledgeable in supervisory man-
agement ought to be able to accomplish this effec-
tively and discreetly.

THE COLLEGE STUDENT
Once the co-op has safely traversed his first year

of school, the problems he encounters become
more and more of a routine sort. Fortunate is the
student who is employed by a company that has
the shrewdness to assign some of their engineering
project work to co-op students. I have found that
other organizations seem to be willing to waste
money and valuable learning opportunities by
ignoring a large part of the trainee's ability.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Once the engineering student has been given the
atmosphere to develop a productive attitude, the
process of development must be kept rolling. In-
dustrial Engineering functions seem to provide a
wide base upon which it is easy to build later infor-
mation extensions. These duties will require and
supply an overall grasp of the physical relationships
of the plant that will be valuable in later projects.
Interaction with other employees will also be
initiated, of necessity, through an early assignment
in this area.

The other possibility is lab tech work. I feel that
one work session in this area is sufficient - if not
too much. If forced upon him, the inherent differ-
ences in occupational objectives between the engi-
neer and the research chemist can do a disservice to
the young engineer. Although a working knowl-
edge of lab procedures and exposure to this area of
employment are valuable assets, a chemical engi-
neer is not a chemist and should not be treated as
such. Using the lab work as a springboard for devel-
opment-oriented projects makes it justifiable. More
than one work session in such a capacity, though,
is just marking time.

From this point on, the program can afford to
be more flexible; allowing for the needs of both
the individual and the company at the moment.
Specific projects are more redily handled at this
point, and the co-op should be given the responsi-
bility for such a project just as soon as possible

after he demonstrates his abilities along this line. If
a specific project is being considered, informing the
student while he is still in school can be very bene-
ficial to both parties. It allows the student to for-
mulate some ideas, and possibly take in some
lectures pertaining to the topic that he might have
otherwise ignored.

One final consideration for companies that have
a sufficiently large corps of engineering trainees is a
co-op meeting. Each co-op is required to write a
report covering his previous two to four weeks of
work. This is not a long, detailed log of his activi-
ties, but rather a two or three paragraph summary
of his general duties and accomplishments since the
previous meeting. At the selected time and place,
the trainees convene with an experienced engineer
and discuss their activities since the last meeting.
This provides a substantial educational experience
for the younger trainees, as well as giving the more
experienced co-ops an occasion to get some fresh
ideas from an individual (the engineer conducting
the meeting) usually not directly involved in the
project.

If a co-op program is undertaken by a company,
it is a terrible waste of time, talent, and money if it
is only haphazardly administered. Time taken in
planning and implementing a successful program is
time well spent. If made successful, such a program
should prove to be extremely rewarding to both
the co-op and his employer.

Get this, Mr. Civil Engineerj

of tomorrow ~

Your FREE Asphalt Institute Library.

Now? Yes, now. Our informative literature
can start filling you in right away on

know-how you'll need when you go into /
highway, .airfield runway, or other

pavement construction. The unique
advantages of Full-Depth" Asphalt
pavement make it more and more in
demand by states, counties, cities, even

worldwide. So demand grows, too, for the civil
engineer who's well-grounded in fundamentals of

Asphalt pavement design and technology. lt's •
your future and our free library is good for it.J1.·.···

Send the coupon. Like today. 1

lIIe ASRb!J! .~DS~I~AI
Offer open to
civil engineering
students and professors

THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE
College Park, Maryland 20740

~

Gentlemen: Please send me
your FREE library on Asphalt
Construction and Technology.
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Engine' Charlie's
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Fall Favorite

Engine Charlie's fall favorite is Mischell Frost, a
5'5" brunette, who is a junior in Business Adminis-
tration, majoring in Marketing. Mischell is vice-
president and pledge trainer of her sorority, Delta
Zeta. Even with these demanding responsibilities,
she still finds time to play with the sorority's
mascot, Schnapps. It's easy to see why she is
Engine Charlie's favorite.

Photos by Brent Stiles
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Don't let:·
our name

confuse
you.



On some campus in the U.S. this
year a well-intentioned interviewee is
going to confuse us with the Foremost
Machine Company or some other FMC.

We'll understand.
Having only letters for a name might

be sophisticated in some circles.
But sometimes it's just plain hard to

remember.
Perhaps we should explain how lt

came about.
FMC doesn't mean Ford or Foremost

or anything else but FMC. Way back
long ago it used to mean Food Ma-
chinery Company. And later on, it stood
for Food Machinery and Chemicals.

But ten years ago, because- of the
variety of products we were making,
we shortened our name to just our
initial's.

Today, we're doing a myriad of
things in the broad areas of machinery
and chemicals. FMC cranes and ex-
cavators are helping rebuild cities. And
our sewage processing plants are
keeping city pollution problems down.
To help meet the energy crisis, our
petroleum equipment is a vital factor
in locating and transporting oil. And
our food machinery and agricultural
chemicals make major contributions
to world food production.

Most of what we produce is not sold
directly to the public, so our name is
seldom visible. Worse, it sometimes
gets confused.

So remember: FMC means FMC. If
that still doesn't do it for you, write us
at One Illinois Center, 111 East Wacker
Drive, Chicago, 60601 for a copy of
our annual report that tells all about
us. Or see your placement director for
an interview. We're an equal oppor-
tunity employer.



Cascade vs Single Loop
Roger M. Clay

and
Charles D. Fournier

Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering

Introduction:
Cascade control is an extension of simple feed-

back control in which the output of a primary con-
troller adjusts the set point of a secondary con-
troller. The controllers are thus "cascaded" one
upon the other generating nested single feedback
loops. Only the secondary controller has an output
directly to a process. Typical single loop and
cascade control systems given in block diagram
form appear in Figs. 1 and 2.

There are, in the literature, a number of case
studies comparing cascade control and single loop
control for specified process characteristics 1, 2, 3,
4, 5. The results of these studies are a set of quali-
tative "rules of thumb" as to when cascade control
should or should not be used.

For example:
" ... whether a particular cascade configuration

is workable is not so much a matter of what kind
of measurements serve as the primary and secon-
dary variables, but rather is a question of the
natural periods of the loops differing by several-
fold".

"The higher the ratio of primary time constant
tp to that of secondary time constant Tg5 the
more the cascade system will reduce devia-
tions ..... "

Unfortunately, such rules of thumb leave many
questions unanswered. The major drawback is that
they don't provide a concrete, quantitative, predic-
tion of the difference in performance between cas-
cade and single loop control for a given process.

The results of Franks and Worley I come closest
to accomplishing this goal. Unfortunately this is
only a one parameter study and does not illustrate
the effect of dead time. For high order processes or
processes with large dead time (as occur frequently
in process control) Franks and Worley's results are
not applicable. Their study considered only one
controller configuration (PID-PID). This particular
configuration is usually not used in industrial cas-
cade control systems.

14

Purpose:
It is the purpose of this article to develop a gen-

eral procedure for determining the differences in
performance between cascade and single loop con-
trol systems. The following steps are involved: (1)
a generalization process model is simulated on the
digital computer; (2) control of this system is
quantitatively investigated using a typical cascade
and single loop controller arrangement for various
system parameters; (3) the results are presented in
a way that will enable the practicing control engi-
neer to graphically determine the difference in per-
formance between cascade and single loop control
for his process.

A Generalized Comparison:
Fig. 1 shows the generalized single loop control

system, and Fig. 2 shows the generalized cascade
control system to be investigated. The process
transfer functions, Gp I (s) and Gp2 (s), are de-
scribed by general first order lags plus pure dead
time models. The justification for choosing these
process transfer functions is that: (1) the dynamics
of the process can be described by only two para-
meters (a time and constant and a dead time), and
(2) such transfer functions provide good approxi-
mation of the open loop dynamics of many sys-
tems encountered in process control. It can be
shown that such transfer functions adequately
approximate very high order over damped systems,
higher order over damped systems with pure delay,
and distributed parameter systems.

The basis for this comparison is that in both the
single loop and cascade cases the controller(s) is
optimally tuned before any comparison of perfor-
mance is made. Optimal tuning is defined as tuning
in which controller settings are determined which
minimize a specified performance criterion.

COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



Often tuning criteria are based on minimizing
some integral of the error between primary set
point and controlled variable. Some of these are:
Integral of Absolute Error = IAE=
Integral of Time Absolute Error= ITAE=
IAE or ITAE are often the most suitable criteria
for process control situations.

For this study ITAE is chosen on the basis for
comparing controlled system performance and also
as the basis for optimizing (or tuning) the con-
trollers.

The performance criterion is calculated for the
optimal cascade and single loop systems. The re-
sulfs are plopted as ITAE ratio, IR, (for this study,
cascade vs. single loop systems) as function of
system parameters. In this article IR is defined as

IR= (ITAE) single loop
(IT AE) cascade

also to 1= primary process dead time
t02= secondary process dead time
t 1= primary process time constant
t2= secondary process time constant

For this study the controllers are tuned using a
multidimensional pattern search technique. In af-
fect, this is a trial and error technique whereby for
a given upset and set of process variables the con-
troller parameters (proportional gains and integral
time) are varied until the minimum ITAE value is
obtained. The results are obtained and plotted as
ITAE ratio, IR, of the cascade versus single loop
systems against tl/t2 with tol/t2 as a parameter
and a constant value of t02/t2. Three values of
tol/t2 and for t02/t2 are used so that sufficient
coverage of process parameters is obtained.

The upsets considered are a step change in pri-
mary disturbance, secondary disturbance, and set
point. Hence, the complete "package" for the cas-
cade versus single loop comparison consists of
three graphs.

Results:
Figures 3 to 5 show the IR results. The signifi-

cance of these results lies in the fact that they
provide the practicing engineer with a very fast
method of estimating the performance difference
between single loop and cascade control for the
specified upset. All that is necessary is that he esti-
mate the primary and secondary time constants
and' dead times. These parameters are usually easily
obtained from a variety of possible plant tests or
from a theoretical analysis of the process.

Discussion:
In viewing Fig. 3 through 5; we see that the

cascade control system shows a control improve-
ment ranging from 0 to 14.0 for values of tl/t2
between I and 10.

As expected, the cascade system is most effec-
tive for secondary process upsets with IR values
ranging from 2.0 to 15. The cascade system para-
forms very much the same (relative to the single
loop system) for both primary and set point up-
sets. In these cases the IR ranges from 1.0 to 3.00.

From Figs .. 3 to 5, we can see that for effective
cascade performance we want tl/t2 to be large.
This result confirms our previous qualitative dis-
cussions about the need for a fast inner loop. Also,
as has ben qualitatively explained earlier 2,4, the
cascade system is most effective (as compared to
the single loop system) for a secondary process
upset.

The results we obtained from the primary,
secondary, and set point upsets compare favorable
with those presented by Franks and Worley. Al-
though they did not consider the effect of dead
time in their study (and also used PID-PID con-
trollers), we can obtain a rough comparison with
our results by considering cases with small dead
time to time constant ratios.

NOVEMBER, 1973 15



For example, if we consider the primary loop
upset as given in Fig. 3 with tl/t2 = 4, t02/t2 = 0.2
and tol/t2 = 0.8, we find the IR equals 3.0. Refer-
ring to Franks results we find for tl/t2 = 4
(tol/t02 = 0) that the IR would be about 6.5.
Using these same parameters for set point change
we find a IR of about 3.0, while Franks shows a
value of 3.5.

The results show that dead time not only can
decrease cascade effectiveness, but also levels out

the IR curves so that the effect of increasing the
t 1/ t2 ratio (to increase IR) is almost negligible.

.Again, this is primarily due to the effect of the
dead time on accurate control by the primary and
secondary controllers, particularly the secondary
controller. As dead time becomes more of a factor,
the advantages afforded by a secondary controller
(a fast and accurate inner loop) are diminished
until the cascade 'and single loop systems perform
essentially the same.

Comparison of cascade (PI-P) and single loop (PI)
control configurations for primary disturbance.

Comparison of cascade (PI-P) and single loop (PI)
control configruation for set point change.
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"Wine Making Revisited"

INTRODUCTION
Never before has home winemaking enjoyed the

popularity which it does today. Each year there are
more and more winemaking kits on the market, all
using the promotional premise, "It's easy, anybody
can make wine." It's true. Anybody can make wine
easily. But ease does not imply carelessness. The
little extra time involved to do things the right way
is well worth it - especially when the final product
is tasted.

The scope of this article is not simply to tell the
reader how to make wine, but how to refine his or
her techniques in order to make a better wine, and
where to obtain good quality materials. The end
product will, hopefully, result in a wine which will
compare with those wines available commercially.

SUPPLIES
Locally (meaning Cincinnati), there are several

places which carry supplies for the home wine-
maker. Check your phone book, or a local depart-
ment store. Most cities have one or more outlets
for good reliable wine supplies.

These wine supply stores stock all necessary
equipment for the home winemaker: grape concen-
trates, available, in a wide variety types; fruit con-
centrates.; wine yeasts (NEVER use baker's yeast
for winemaking); additives, including sterilizers,
acid blend, yeast nutrients, clarifying agent, etc.;
equipment, corkers, crocks, five gallon carboys,
fermentation locks, and much more. Also, and
most importantly, wine supply stores are good
sources for advice. Most proprietors are wine-
makers and are usually glad to help the newcomer.
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PROCEDURES
Probably the most important and most ne-

glected area in winemaking is sterilization. More
wine is spoiled because it is made or stored in poor-
ly sterilized containers.

If you are using plastics for your fermentation
vessels, you must be extremely meticulous in your
cleaning methods. First, make sure the containers
look clean, i.e. get all the dirt, dust, and crud out
of them. Next, fill the vessels with hot tap water,
and to this water add some liquid chlorine bleach.
Check the bleach label for the proper amount to be
added. The reason for the bleach is this: plastic is
porous. These pores can harbour molds, bacteria,
or wild yeast which can taint or completely ruin
the wine.

Now, leave the bleach solution to soak for a few
hours. Then, using lots of hot water, rinse the
vessel until there is no chance of any bleach re-
maining. Cover the vessel until you are ready to use
it.

If your fermentation vessels are glass, a different
and slightly less time consuming method can be
used.

As before, clean the vessel to remove all visible
dirt. Next, fill the vessel with a I% sodium metabi-
sulfite solution, and leave it stand for about an
hour. (Sodium metabisulfite is available at wine
supply stores. A I% solution is made by dissolving
2~ ounces sodium metabisulfite per gallon of
water.) After draining the solution from the vessel,
rinse the vessel with some boiled water which has
cooled a bit. Do NOT use cold tap water, since it
may contain harmful bacteria. If boiling water is
not practical, make sure that your tap water is
very, very hot to minimize the chances of bacteria
spoilage. Again, cover the vessel until you are ready
to use it.
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Assuming your fermentation vessel now contains
the grape juice or fruit juice mixed according to
the instructions packaged with it, you are now
ready to make a couple of quick, easy, and rela-
tively inexpensive tests to ensure that the wine
yeast will have optimum condi tions for converting
sugar to alcohol.

The first test to be performed is determination
of sugar content. The amount of sugar in the juice
to be fermented is important in that the yeast is
killed by an alcohol content of about 12% Too
much sugar will result in a final product which is
too sweet, while too little sugar will result in a
wine that is too low in alcohol. This latter case
means that the wine will probably spoil during
storage. An alcohol content of 10% is the mini-
mUlTI required to kill any organisms which might
find their way into the wine.

The method used for determining sugar content
is fairly simple. The tools needed are a hydrometer
and a test jar. Your recollection of Freshman
chemistry will tell you that the more sugar in a
solution, the higher the specific gravity. Hydro-
meters calibrated especially for winemaking are
available at wine supply stores. These instruments
have a specific gravity scale ranging from about
0.990 to about 1.170. Also these hydrometers have
a scale calibrated in % sugar, or degrees Brix, rang-
ing from -3 to +38. The ideal starting specific
gravity for grape juice is 1.092, or 22 deg. Brix.
This will ensure, upon complete fermentation, an
alcohol content of about 12%. To measure specific
gravity, fill the test jar two-thirds full and place the
hydrometer in the jar, spinning the hydrometer to
dislodge any air bubbles clinging to the hydro-
meter. Read the scale at the bottom of the menis-
cus (see drawing). Now, 1.7 ounces of sugar added
to one gallon of juice will raise the Brix one degree.
To calculate the number of ounces of sugar
needed:

# oz. needed = (22-measured Brix) X 1.7 per gal.
(one cup of sugar weighs approx. 8 ounces)

After adding the calculated amount of sugar, stir
the juice and sugar solution well to make sure all
the sugar is dissolved, make another hydrometer
reading to verify the proper starting Brix.

The second test to be performed is acid deter-
mination. Many people ignore this procedure and
end up with wines that are either flat (too low acid
content) or harsh (too high acid content).

The method for determining acid content of
grape juice is another old friend from chemistry
class, acid-base titration. Basically, this procedure
involves the neutralization of a known volume of
acid solution (the grape juice) by a known nor-
mality of a basic solution (usually a O.l-Normal
sodium hydroxide solution). The wine supply
stores sell acid determination kits and the refer-
ences listed at the end of this article describe
methods of acid determination. It is best to follow
the instructions for the kit you use, since the kits
vary from brand to brand. Also, the kit directions
usually explain how to adjust the acid content of
your juice to the desired value.

Assuming you've done all the preliminary steps
correctly, you are now ready to start the fermenta-
tion. The earlier statement that the yeast turns the
sugar into alcohol is actually incorrect. The yeast
secretes enzymes, which in turn break down the
sugar into alcohol. This process is quite involved.
For glucose, C6H 1206, the most simple sugar,
twelve different enzymes are needed for the pro-
cess. For sucrose, which is ordinary table sugar, the
exact number of enzymes needed is still not yet
known.

For the average home winemaker, the dry, all
purpose wine yeast is best. One five gram foil
packet is sufficient for five gallons of wine, and
costs about $.30 per packet. Mix the yeast accord-
ing to the directions supplied and add the yeast to
the grape juice when called for in the instructions.

Hydrometer & Jar
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This early, or primary, fermentation stage is best
done in a plastic pail with a capacity of about two
times the amount of wine you are making. The
primary fermentation is very vigorous and a vessel
twice the size of the amount of wine is necessary
to avoid foaming over and lost wine. Cover the pail
with a plastic sheet tied down around the pail. Stir
this mixture once daily, and four or five days, or
when the specific gravity is 1.030 (7 to 8 deg.
Brix), siphon mixture into a glass or plastic jug and
fit with a fermentation lock (see picture). This is a
device which allows evolved gases to escape but
prevents room air from entering.

In t'NO to three weeks, siphon mixture into a
second jug, leaving the heavy deposit of dead yeast
cells behind. "Top up" the new container, that is,
fill it up so that there is only about an inch of
space at the top of the jug. It is important that no
air be allowed to sit on the wine during the rest of
the fermentation process. Fit the jug again with the
fermentation lock.

Now put the jug away somewhere where it will
not be disturbed. A cool dark place is best. In a
few months, check the wine. If it is perfectly clear
and no more gas is being pushed through the lock,
the wine may now be bottled. Some commercial
wineries, however, do not bottle the wine until a
year has elapsed.

CONCLUSION
I hope this information has helped you to under-

stand the technical side of winemaking a little bet-
ter. If you want to know more, or need more help,
the following books, which are available at most
wine supply stores, are recommended.
1. Scientific Winemaking Made Easy by J. R.

Mitchell
2. Progressive Winemaking by Acton and Duncan
3. Guidelines to Practical Winemaking by Julius H.

Fessler

Secondary Fermentor

LEGAL NOTE: Federal Regulation and Internal
Revenue Law provide that the head of any house-
hold may make up to 200 gallons of wine each
year, for the use of his family only, provided that
he registers to do so. He must obtain form 1541
from the Regional Director (of the area in which
he resides) of the Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms
Bureau. Registration is free and no payment of tax
is necessary. Registration must be renewed each
year (every July 1st).
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~~mNews-Bdefs

Jim Siekermann, ChE '75

Dean Wandmacher President of ASEE
for '73 - '74

Dean Cornelius Wandmacher has been elected
president of the American Society for Engineering
Education (ASEE), for the year '73-'74. Dean.
Wandmacher's duties as president began last June
at the annual ASEE conference at Iowa State Uni-
versity. His nomination as president was upheld by
92% of the valid ballots received in last March's
election.

Dean Wandmacher has been very active in
ASEE. He has been chairman of many committees
in the organization. He is a registered professional
engineer in Ohio and New York, and has published
many articles on professional development, metri-
cation, cooperative and continuing education, and
teaching and learning.

Graduate Professional School Entrance
Examination Test Date Information

For those contemplating on entering medical
school in the fall of 1974, now is the time to do
something about it. The next test date for the Med-
ical College Admission Test (MCAT), is Saturday,
May 4, 1974, the deadline for application to this
test date is April 12, 1974.

For the people interested in taking the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT) during th-e '73-'74
school year, five dates are offered:
October 20, 1973 February 9, 1974
December 15, 1973 April 20, 1974

July 27, 1974

Changes in the Chemical and
Nuclear Engineering Department

Dr. J ames Leonard has resigned as head of the
department to return to full time teaching. He is
now on leave for the rest of this school year,
'73-'74. Until the vacancy of head of department is
filled, Dean Wandmacher will serve as acting head.

Asst. Prof. Carl. F. Abegg and Assc. Prof. George
D. Moon have left the university for other
endeavors. The department lost its stock room
operator, James Goss Lee, because of his sudden
death in May.
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"E. M. Fields"

-a quarterly collection of anecdotes, jokes,
mathematical and non-mathematical brain
teasers, and other trivia compiled by

Paul Edwards

There are only two types of parking left on cam-
pus - illegal and no.

A CE took a Co-op job in a desolate mining
camp. The second day on the job he approached
the boss.

"Say, Boss, what do you folks do for amuse-
ment around here?"

"Well, we usually watch Sam, the Cook, drink a
gallon 0' whiskey, gasoline, and red pepper juice.
Why don't you come along?"

"Not me, I don't go for that kind of amuse-
ment. "

"Well," persisted the boss, "I wish you'd come.
We really need six men for this sort of thing."

"Why is that?" asked the student.
"Some of the boys have to hold Sam. He don't

go for that kind of amusement either."

The difference between amnesia and magnesia is
that the guy with amnesia doesn't know where he's
going.

Two architech co-ops, neither very bright, were
helping to build a house. One kept picking up nails,
looking at them, keeping some and throwing the
rest away ..

"Why are you throwing away so many nails?"
asked his companion.

"Because they are pointed the wrong. way. They
have the head at the wrong end."

"You fool, those are for the other side of the
house."

The professor who comes to class late is rare; in
fact, he's in a class by himself.
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Two ME's went out to pick up a new station
wagon for an automotive engineering lab. After
they got the car back to the high bay, they worked
for three hours to get the panelling off the car.
When they finished, they stood back and admired
their work. Said one to the other, "Y ou know, I
think it looked better before we took it out of the
cr~te_"

Male: "Are you afraid of the big, bad wolf?"
Female: "No, why?"
Male: "That's funny, the other two pigs were."

A math prof used the following explanation to
get across the idea of limits to his class of Fresh-
men,

"Assume you have gone to visit a pretty young
woman. You are seated at one end of the sofa and
she is seated at the other end. You move halfway
toward her, Then you move half the remaining dis-
tance toward her. And again you reduce the dis-
tance between you and her by fifty percent. Con-
tinue this for some time. Theoretically, you will
never reach her. On the' other hand, you will soon
get close enough for all practical purposes."

After feeling his way around the lamp post a few
times, the inebriated Gear muttered, "It's no use.
I'm walled in. "
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CHECK OUR SPECS
BEFORE YOU BUYTHEIR
4CHANNEL RECEIVER.

Harman-
Sylvania Pioneer San sui Fisher KardonMarantz,

Model

Continuous (RMS)
Power1

4 channels
Stereo Bridge

TH D at rated output

1M Distortion at
rated output

FM IHF Sensitivity

50 db signal to
noise ratio

Capture Ratio

Price
I , I ,

IAII powermeasurements taken at 120 volts/60 cycles, 8 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz, all channels driven simultaneously.
2Manufacturer's suggested list price which may be higher in some areas.

If you're in the market for four channel, you
already know you've got to spend a good bit of
cash for a receiver. So it'd be a good idea to
spend a good bit of time checking specs on
everything available just to make sure you get
the most for your money.

To make your search a little easier, we've
prepared the blank comparison chart above
with spaces for some of the best-known brands
and most important specs. Just take it with you
to the store, fill it in, and you'll be able to tell
at a glance what you get for what you pay.

We took the liberty of filling in the Sylvania
col um n with specs for ou r RQ3 748 fou r chan nel
receiver. We did it because we know we're not
the best-known name in four channel, and we
didn't want you to overlook us for that reason.

Because we think the RQ3748's specs
are really worth remembering.

50 watts of RMS power per channel at 8
ohms, 20-20kHz, with all four channels

I driven.125watts perchannel in stereo bridge
I mode. A TH D and I M of less than 0.5% at
I rated output. An FM sensitivity of 1.9 micro-

volts. A discrete four channel receiver with
I

matrix capabilities so you can use either type of
quadraphonic material. And much, much more:

We can offer so much because we have so
much experience. We were one of the first in the
audio field. And now we're applying all our knowl-
edge, all our engineering skill to four channel.

Once you've proven to yourselfwhich receiver
has the best specs, move on down to that last
line in the chart and compare Sylvania's price
with all the others. Find out which one gives the
most for your money.

We feel pretty confident you'll discover that
the best-known names aren't necessarily your
best buy.
3S0 much more that it won't all fit here. So send us a stamped, self-
addressed envelope and we'll send you a four-page brochure on our
four channel receivers. 2

Sylvania Entertainment
Products Group, Batavia, N.Y.ffin SYLVANIA



Now that you've decided
. to be an t;ngineer, •
howdo you decide what kind?

Trying to figure out the exact ent companies. (and many other companies) can
kind of engineering work you General Electric hires quite be divided into three areas.
should go into can be pretty a few engineers each year. So Developing and designing prod-
tough. we thought a series of ads ex- ucts and systems. Manufactur-

One minute you're studying plaining the work they do might ing products. Selling and
a general area like mechanical come in handy. After all, it's servicing products.
or electrical engineering. The better to understand your This ad is a brief outline of
next you're faced with a maze options before a job interview the most common engineering
of job functions you don't fully than waste your interview time functions at GE. In future ads
understand. And that often are trying to learn about them. we'll cover individual functions
called different names by differ- Basically, engineering at GE in more detail.

Developlllent and Design
'BASIC/APPLIED
RESEARCH ENGINEERING
Exploring for new materials,
processes and systems for making
new and improved products. Usually
requires an advanced degree.

~~ 'S : ADVANCE PRODUCT
__~ 6·~ :' , ENGINEERING
...:,:..:.~~::::'."'" ~ Th.inking up ideas for new
; .•....• 0.r or Improved products,
~. ~ . .~... then proving their technical
.. ~_ • ", . feasibility. High technical
. . .'. expertise required.

PRODUCT DESIGN ENGINEERING
Transforming the product idea into a
design that meets given specs and
can be manufactured. Following
through to production.
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Planning, organizing and supervising
engineering work in a product
business or project operation.

Manufacturing
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
Planning exactly how a product will
be manufactured. From consulting with
designers to creating tools and
machinery to planning production flow.

QUALITY CONTROL ENGINEERING
Designing tests, specifying test

~I equipment and procedures,
analyzing production test

lD3 results to assure product quality.

FACTORY MANAGEMENT
Supervising a factory's people an~
machines. Making sure all the rna
elements run smoothly.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Designing materials flow systems
make sure vital parts and materia
are at the right place, at the right
cost, at the right time.

Sales and Service
SALES ENGINEERING
Identifying the needs of G E's util
industrial and governmental custc
and recommending the products _
services to fill them.

APPLICATION ENGINEERINC
Analyzing special equipment nee
of customers, then specifying G E
products and systems to fit.
FIELD ENGINEERING I:J...... I

Installing and servicing ~
large machinery systems
for GE customers worldwide.
From motors to power plants.

j

PRODUCT PLANNING
Marketing. Determining the
need for new or modified prod-
ucts. Making sure a product
line offers .~hat c~storners need J
at compeutive pnces, ~

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer




